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Abstract: This paper will explore the key factors affecting the resource allocation performance; reveal the essential relati-
onship among CPU dynamic power consumption, resources computing capacity, resources supply voltage strategy, the 
amount of resources, supply voltage, and the frequency of CPU; and solve the huge energy consumption problem and the 
poor performance of load balancing in the process of resource allocation. The issues include: design and analysis of the 
key technology of resource allocation in cloud computing environment; combined with time span, load balancing and 
energy optimization, design of multi-objective optimization model for resource allocation and heuristic resource alloca-
tion algorithm. This research has important significance for further study on resource allocation and energy optimization 
in cloud computing environment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Computing technology is developing towards generaliza-
tion, large scale data centers have to be built for satisfying 
the society’s increasing requirement to cloud computing 
however its operation has to be maintained with a great deal 
of energy [1]. It becomes an urgent issue that how to in-
crease resource utilization rate and reduce energy consump-
tion under the premise of ensuring high performance of 
cloud computing system and providing generalized service.  

Resource allocation is a key technology of cloud compu-
ting. At present, most of the studies on resource allocation 
mainly focus on improving the overall performance by bal-
ancing the load of data center, but they didn’t give full con-
sideration to how to reduce energy consumption. The better 
solution for energy saving in the process of seeking resource 
allocation can not only save electric energy, but also reduce 
heat production of server so as to cut heat dissipation cost, 
improve system stability and extend service of hardware  
[2, 3]. By estimation, China Data Center consumed 7 million 
KWh power in 2011 which takes up 5% of China’s total 
power consumption. When 1 KWh power is consumed, 
0.555kg CO2 will be produced, which will result in unprece-
dented huge pressure on energy supply and environment [1].  

It can be seen from above analysis that this paper not on-
ly introduces the latest results of IA into cloud computing, 
but also organically integrates resource allocation and opti-
mization of energy consumption and provides new tools and  
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methods for studies in the field of cloud computing. Compar-
ing with existing analysis models and measures, the solu-
tions proposed by this paper have distinct features and de-
velopment prospects. 

2. THE OBJECTIVE OF STUDY 

2.1. Status Quo & Analysis of Chinese and Overseas 
Studies 

The study of resource allocation under the environment 
of cloud computing mainly includes three aspects: the first is 
realizing the balance of resource requirement and allocation 
with modes of market mechanism; the second is how to real-
ize the purpose of saving energy by energy-efficient opera-
tion of data center and increase of resource utilization and; 
the third is how to realize load balance of system resources 
and minimization of task execution time. 

By studying the relationship between server’s energy 
consumption and resource utilization rate, literature [4] pro-
posed a kind of energy saving algorithm on the basis of ini-
tial allocation of cloud computing virtual machine. Dhiman 
G. et al. scheduled virtual host according to competition to 
memory, but they didn’t take competition to other resources 
in to account [5]. Li Bo et al. carried out allocation of virtual 
resources according to the thought of maximizing server 
utilization rate, but it resulted in excessive migration opera-
tions in the process [6]. Literature [7] realized efficient virtu-
al host scheduling, but the solving of NP problem and exces-
sive use of sorting algorithm resulted in over high complexi-
ty. Li Qiang et al. designed a multi-objective optimizing 
genetic algorithm for virtual machine placement that is based  
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on goal constraint at application service level [8]. Khan S. et 
al. designed method of game theory for optimizing energy 
consumption and response time of system [9]. Though Chi-
nese and overseas scholars carried out effective studies in 
above fields, the problem of resource allocation under cloud 
computing environment are still facing the challenges as 
below: 

 (1) As a key technology of cloud computing, the prob-
lem of resource allocation is still in the phase of study. With 
respect to key technologies that have an influence on re-
source allocation, mutual coordination and interdependence 
between resource allocation and task scheduling, there is still 
no unified industrial standard formed yet.  

(2) The energy consumption in the resource allocation 
process under cloud computing environment is influenced by 
many factors, so it is crucial to establish a mathematical 
model and carry out intensive study on its performance for 
essentially uncovering the relationship among the dynamic 
energy consumption of CPU and resource computing capaci-
ty, the supply voltage strategy of resources, the amount of 
resources, supply voltage and CPU frequencies as well as 
key factors that have influence on system performance.  

2.2. The Content of Study 

This paper aims at systematically and intensively study-
ing the problem of resource allocation which is based on 
energy consumption optimization and immune algorithm 
under cloud computing environment. Main objectives of 
study include: 

 (1) Analyzing key technologies of resource allocation 
under cloud computing environment, coordination and inter-
dependence between resource allocation and task scheduling, 
multi-objective constraint conditions of time span and load 
balancing for laying theoretical basis for establishing study 
of integral frame of cloud computing resource allocation. 

 (2) Uncovering and quantitatively expressing relation 
among the dynamic energy consumption of CPU and re-
source computing capacity, the supply voltage strategy of 
resources, the amount of resources, supply voltage and CPU 
frequencies for providing new clues for establishing theoret-
ical research and application of energy consumption optimi-
zation model of cloud computing resource allocation. 

 (3) Verifying the effectiveness and the practicability of 
key technologies proposed by the mode of integrating theo-
ry, imitation and test for providing scientific basis for re-
source allocation algorithm which is based on cloud compu-
ting platform and integrates intelligent optimization and en-
ergy consumption optimization. 

3. ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF KEY TECHNOL-
OGIES 

3.1. Method of Study and Technical Route 

This subject plans to carry out the study with the method 
of integrating theoretical analysis, simulation verification  
 

and practical arrangement. Three study groups of theoretical 
analysis, simulation test and test data analysis are set as a 
whole. The theoretical analysis group is responsible for es-
tablishing performance analysis model for cloud computing 
resource allocation, designing relevant algorithm and opti-
mizing heuristic allocation algorithm. The simulation test 
group is responsible for realizing resource allocation algo-
rithm, designing test methods, testing platform and realizing 
software, implementing simulation test, analyzing and main-
taining simulation data. The test data analysis group is main-
ly responsible for designing and arranging test scheme, col-
lecting, analyzing, accounting, and sorting test data as well 
as discussing existing problems and possible method of im-
provement together with simulation test group. See Fig. (1) 
for the technical route that this study plans to take and the 
detailed content is as follows. 

3.2. Stablishing the Optimization Analysis Model  

Integrating the analysis and description of section 2.2, the 
following technical route and study methods will be taken 
for intensively developing the optimization model for energy 
consumption of cloud computing resource allocation: 

(1) Establishing the energy consumption optimization 
model 

The dynamic energy consumption is caused by electrical 
charging and discharging of capacitances of each node and 
its basic expression is: 

  
P = A!C ! v2

! f , of which A  rep-
resents the average circuit hopping times within a cycle and 
it is called flipping frequency and related to charging and 
discharging frequency; 
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The energy consumption that the resource ir execute allo-
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Where, 
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the idle time of resource. The detailed expressions of 
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(i)  and 
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i
 will be monitored and computed by de-

signing practical and feasible methods in the process of pa-
per implementation. 

 
4. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT 

In this section, we analyze the performance of our model 
based on the experimental results. For testing the effective-
ness and superiority of the resource allocation model in 
cloud computing, the existing resource allocation approaches 
such as the IDEA [10], EMLS [11], and DVS [12] were 
used. Firstly, we compare the response time of the three re-
source allocation algorithms in Fig. (2). The Y-axis repre-
sents response time, and the X-axis denotes generations and 
number of tasks, respectively. Secondly, we compare the 
makespan of the three resource allocation algorithms in Fig. 
(2). The Y-axis represents makespan, and the X-axis denotes 
generations and number of tasks, respectively. Finally, we 
compare the energy consumption of the three resource allo-

cation algorithms in Fig. (3). In Fig. (3), the Y-axis shows 
energy consumption, and the X-axis denotes lower utiliza-
tion threshold. Response time is the amount of time taken 
between submission of a request and the first response that is 
produced. As shown in Fig. (2), DVS has the best response 
time performance compared to the other three algorithms. 
EMLS has relatively close response time, and the response 
time of IDEA increases significantly when the number of 
tasks increases in cloud computing environments. When the 
number of tasks is 400, the response time of ICGA is rela-
tively minimal and its minimum value is close to 26.1 s. 
When the number of tasks is 600, the response time of ICGA 
is the smallest in most cases and its minimum value is close 
to 35.2 s. When the number of tasks is 800, the response 
time of ICGA is relatively minimal and its minimum value is 
close to 40.8 s. It is evident that ICSA is more efficient com-
pared with the other three algorithms. 

 

  

 
Fig. (1). The technical route to be taken by this paper. 
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(d) Generations 

Fig. (2). Comparison of the response time of the four resource allocation algorithms. (a) Different tasks. (b) n= 400.(c) n= 600.(d) n= 800. 
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(c) Generations 

 

 
(d) Generations 

Fig. (3). Comparison of the makespan of the four resource allocation algorithms. (a) Different tasks. (b) n= 400.(c) n= 600.(d) n= 800.  
 

It is clearly evident from Fig. (3) that when the number 
of tasks in cloud computing environments is higher, the dif-
ference in makespan becomes more apparent. When the 
number of tasks is 400, the makespans of EMLS, IDEA, 
DVS are 245.8, 258.2, 291.6s, respectively. When the num-
ber of tasks is 600, the makespans of EMLS, IDEA, DVS are 
493.2, 523.5, 576.8s, respectively. When the number of tasks 
is 800, the makespans of EMLS, IDEA, DVS are 762.5, 
796.4, 835.2s, respectively. Thus, we can decrease the com-
putation complexity of traditional resource allocation algo-
rithms to increase the overall performance. Energy efficiency 
is one of the key technologies of resource allocation in cloud 
computing. When the lower utilization threshold increases, 
the energy consumption of the system is also rapidly re-
duced.  

It can be observed that there is a significant difference 
among the three resource allocation algorithms. The DVS is 
well enhanced and balanced on exploration and exploitation 
and has better stability and scalability (Fig. 4).  

CONCLUSION 

On the basis of tracking the theories of cloud computing, 
the key technologies of resource allocation, the designs and 
optimization of energy consumption and the designs of im-
mune algorithm for a long term, this paper thoroughly inves-
tigated the status quo of the research field of cloud compu-
ting and the requirements of practical engineering applica-
tion and will carry out intensive study on core problems in-
volved. 
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As a challenging novel subject, it carries out study on the 
resource allocation under cloud computing environment by 
integrating immune algorithm and energy consumption de-
sign and optimization technology. The study is mainly based 
on the knowledge and technologies in the fields of cloud 
computing, electrical engineering and intelligent computing. 
There have been many basic theories and research achieve-
ments in such fields, which lays sound theoretical basis and 
provides referential technologies for the study to be carried 
out under this subject.  
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Fig. (4). Different values of the utilization thresholds. 


